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06:54.20
BRIAN
Um, hey everyone I'm glad you're here today I have with me Robert King and Robert welcome to the show. So
glad you're here for sure and I just want to just share with everybody Robert is being such a trooper today
because he's not feeling well.

07:01.60
Robert King
I'm so glad to be here. Thanks for having me.

07:08.91
BRIAN
But he committed and he's like I still want to stick it out and I still want to be here and you've got 2 little ones at
home and I just really appreciate you putting your time today to have this conversation with me. Um.

07:19.18
Robert King
Ah, um, yeah, no thank you for having me. Um I I hope people understand my voice doesn't always sound like
ah ah you know this this deep and sexy. It's usually very high pitched and and nerdy. Um, so enjoy it. You
know, enjoy this treat and.

07:31.59
BRIAN
Ah, well also I think also as we because we're goingnna talk about obviously we're talking about Roberts book
today. It's gonna be a lot of what we talk about but also think like so when you're picturing the person who's
telling these stories make sure you don't picture.

07:43.31
Robert King
Um, yeah, yeah, no this this is this is not who I how I normally sound. It's yeah, it's a departure.

07:43.44
BRIAN
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You know this sexy deep voiced person. You need to really get that the nerdy voice you just talked about was
what was also in the room I guess right.

07:55.74
BRIAN
Right? Um, so Robert your book. No one here is like me came out on September fourteenth

11:32.64
BRIAN
So you start your book in.

11:38.44
Robert King
Okay, yeah, sure. Yeah, absolutely.

11:50.10
BRIAN
Chapter one in class with you in a preschool class with your three year old and the question that the teacher
asks and I might not get this exactly word for right? So please correct me but it is who here identifies as black I
don't think they even said identifies who here is black or something is that is that basically how that.

11:54.48
Robert King
Um, okay.

12:02.68
Robert King
Yeah, that was that was it it was it was that and then it morphed into raise your hand if you're black. Basically.

12:09.71
BRIAN
Yeah, yeah, and what what I disappreciated in the way that you tell this story Robert is you're carrying us on
the journey of being in that room and in your own internal struggle to respond to this how triggered you and
threw you off into. Really being thoughtful by yourself and then looking at your own child and can you give just
our readers a little bit more background of why this moment was ah both triggering for you and also I guess
confusing you might say for your own child in that moment.
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12:41.55
Robert King
Sure Yeah, it was It was triggering and confusing for me as well. Um, yeah, it's It's the um, it took me back to
and I had no idea this was kind of in me was and I think that's it's happening a lot now. Um new experiences
that I'm seeing the world differently and new with my my sons. Um, but it it was triggering because it was like
identifying the other in the room and and to be clear I should preface it but by saying the teacher is so sweet.
Super Nice. She's done an amazing Job. There was no malice you know and oh bad intentions there. Um, it
was It was really her intention was to like celebrate because it was black history month and let's celebrate. Ah
you know heritage and all that um, but for for whatever reason to me it came off and actually to another parent
who was in um, in the ah, the little circle story circle that we were in. Whatever it's called there. Um, who
happens to be ah biracial as Well. Black and white so we had We had obviously talked about it afterwards and
she felt the same thing we was like yeah I felt like we were It was picking out the other like your your other
you're different and it didn't it just didn't come off to us. Um. You know in a in a in a good way. Um, maybe to
our kids. It's It's different now. The world is changing. Perhaps I and I hope so maybe it's like yeah, it's a benign
thing like yep, it's me I'm I'm this I'm that it's fine. Whatever but it felt really weird and I was like don't single.

14:14.26
Robert King
Us out. You know, um.

14:16.16
BRIAN
Ah, well yeah, and also I can imagine like a 3 year old's reaction to that question is different than maybe an
adult's the way that they hear that question but the otherness that I you know I only have my no.

14:25.17
Robert King
Sure? and ah and it was. It's I'm sorry to cut you off. It's uniquely different for my son because ah so I'm I'm
biracial I'm black and white and you know you can tell you can see I am brown my skinisbrown. Um, you know
there's no hiding that. Ah, my wife is is white and so our kids look like white kids they look. You know they don't
look like their mixed race at all. Um, he's got like dirty blonde hair and green eyes gorgeous kit I mean
gorgeous. We hit the jackpot. You know? um. Um, you know, but it's if you look at the features you can tell he's
he's my son. We both have curllly hair and like next you face to face. You can tell. But other than that like he's
just this white kid walking around and so when that question came up and I was kind of like looking at him like
oh right? A we haven't talked about this at all, you know he just knows like. Daddy Looks like this and mine
looks like this but he doesn't really know who he is a little bit and that's still something that he will have many
years of defining for himself. So it was it was ah there was a lot going on at that you know nursery school story
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time.

15:32.22
BRIAN
Yeah, yeah, and in in the way this chapter Unfolds Even you take us back to story ah of something that
happened in your high school that like my jaw dropped when I was reading this part of the book and I wonder if
I can ask you to read from that section of the book because. Before we even go there I want to just check in
because in that moment you're hearing the question with your ears and for your son's ears is what I'm hearing
you say is like how is he going to respond and his response to that was the way you write in the book is
actually kind of humorous but it must have not felt humorous in that Moment. Can you just. Take our our
listeners there for a moment to that moment that moment with them most your son. Yeah.

16:08.65
Robert King
Yeah, um to that that moment like for my son. Yeah you know and this is maybe just my my cross the bear kind
of thing but like I'm always ah I'm always kind of watching things being like having a comedy background I'm
always kind of watching things like I'm here but I'm also Like. Kind of popped out. You know like a bird's eye
view of it like what's what's going On. What's really going on in this in this scene you know like I know I'm in it
as an actor but I'm also like up you know, producing and directing the scene a little bit like looking at it um
watching the dailies or whatever you know, um and ah.

16:39.22
BRIAN
Right? Ah, what's the audience seeing in this moment right.

16:45.64
Robert King
You know they're they're seeing ah you know he's three years old like he what he knows is what's right in front
of him and what's right in front of him at that moment was like his shoes his shoelaces and Ah, he's you know
he's he's just like picking up the ground and you know that he's 4 now and he's become a little bit better at
focusing but at that time he was just like all right? My the the authority figures in the room told me have to like
sit in a circle. So I'll do that but like I'm checked out you know and even me just being like hey buddy will like.
You know what's going on what we're talking about. He's just like dad. No unless you have a toy for me to play
with or we're going to run around and get dirty spread germs all over ourselves I'm I'm not interested I'm out
you know? So ah it was it was ah um for me I saw that happening and I was like recognizing okay, that's where
you are in your development.
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17:32.42
BRIAN
Yeah.

17:43.80
Robert King
But also I was like check. Don't forget Rob we're going to talk about this at some point with him like the race
talk will have to come up at some point so it was like a little reminder for myself and then it was like oh and also
talk to your therapist because you're dealing with a lot right now. So.

17:46.82
BRIAN
May and.

17:56.31
BRIAN
Yes, and and what and that and like just plot wise if I'm going back to he didn't raise his hand. He did not see
himself in that moment as identifying as the teacher described and so I'm sure that that like was a wake up and
I don't if a wake up calls. Maybe the strongest word but was like oh. Shoot I gotta have this conversation one.
What curious about what that felt like inside was like did you was it with regret or what was the emotion going
inside of you and you're like oh gosh I have to have this conversation were you dreading like what came up for
you.

18:29.92
Robert King
Um, dread is is ah ah, a lot. But it's it's close I mean you know you realize as a parent you're like oh there's a
lot There's a lot of things that I I have to do I'm responsible for a human being yeah and and. Kind of like
nudged him and I was like hey Budy you can raise your hand like you. You know you're you're black, um and
he kind of just looked at me just like what what are you talking about like he he was 3 at that point he knew his
colors he knew he knew what black looks like you know, like literally black ah in the the crayola crayon you
know thing it's it's dark. It's It's very dark. It's you know, um, and ah so he was taking things very little and he's
like that doesn't make any sense. What are you talking about? you know, um, and just kind of blew me off like
dad's making no sense I'm out again. You know? Um, so that that was the thing and and.

19:13.82
BRIAN
The ah.
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19:23.46
Robert King
It was a reminder of me like maybe he won't identify as black. You know it was very revealing of um the the
journey to come you know for ah for myself and my my kids. So.

19:26.13
BRIAN
So. Yeah, yeah, yeah, and so so I would love to have you go to that section of the book that we talked that I
talked about in chapter one because the story about your high school clearly informed some of what. Your
reaction is into this otherness obviously and like this is such a I mean my I like I said my jaw dropped Do you
mind reading from that section for our listeners.

19:57.48
Robert King
For sure and and I'll so I'll set it up by saying like and I I truly want to come into every situation expecting the
best of people you know, assuming the best and giving them the benefit of the doubt and what happens I I
think a lot and it's a similar situation with ah like. Commercials and businesses and and it's representation and
not having people enough enough voices the diverse voices in the room to be like hey this is something
something. You're not thinking about because you don't have this background or whatever and so ah yeah, in
my high school we had. Had this thing and I'll I'll get into it and it I think it just came about and it was so
shocking I think thinking about now because you're like how did no one see that this is a bad idea or the optics
aren't great here. Um so I'll just yeah.

20:45.80
BRIAN
Yeah, and we want to I want to set this stage like this is in the 2000 right we'll just set this that that stage a little
bit right? Yeah, okay, yeah, right.

20:53.88
Robert King
Exactly yeah, this is not 1960 um I know by my by my deep voice. You're like oh how old is this gentleman. Ah,
not not that old. Um, okay so here's this this brief um paragraph in high school. They did this thing known as
the senior auction. It no longer exists because it was essentially a slave auction some of the seniors were
auctioned off to raise money for I don't know this Sadie Hawkins dance or prom or free opioids in the
lunchroom or something like that. The host brought us out onto the stage 1 by 1 in front of an auditorium full of
rowdy students and parents selling us off to the highest. Bitter in a way. Maybe it was a good thing like an
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instant immersion course teaching white kids what slavery felt like something tells me the real slave trading
blocks had less laughter and high fives though. The rules were very clear. Whoever buys. You owns you the
next for the next day let me just stop for a second point out. Ah, like Brian was saying this wasn't the 1970 s or
eighty s I'm not that old. It was the two it was 2000. It was the dawn of a new millennium and we were allowed
to own and other people in school for all you calendrical nerds out there I'm aware that the year two thousand
was actually not the beginning of a new millennium but the end of the former one the way I worded it though
was had more impact so shut up so the day of the auction teachers the day after the auction teachers would
allow kids who were bought. Let's just call them slaves to completely disregard their class schedule and
instead be at the beck and call.

22:25.92
Robert King
Ah, the students who bought them a few of my classmates ended up chipping in to buy me I was very
expensive by the way young and strong the ideal slave as soon as the transaction was complete I was wished
away to someone's house so they could groom me first. They dyed my hair blonde I think the official color was
aryan cream I don't know. Then they dressed me in turquoise spandex a leopard print Bandana and a white
shirt with a custom message emblazoned across the front in big letters. It said am I black or white. There was a
message I received from preschool all the way through my slave trade days in high school the message was
that I was different I was other. Something to play with and laugh at um I don't know if you want me to keep
going but that's that's kind of.

23:07.42
BRIAN
That's I think yeah, that really hit the mark. So I'm just ah, first of all, thanks for sharing that I know that you
said in the book they no longer do this because someone figured out This was not a good idea. Um, but what I
wanted to take back is like you know you.

23:12.13
Robert King
Yeah, no problem.

23:23.22
BRIAN
You come to this with a great sense of like I would say grace and humor when you're you're talking about it
even the way you write about it. But I just I'm curious on the day that it happened on the day you were wearing
the shirt and your hair's dyed Blonde was this were you like feeling clownish or were you actually feeling
certainly other like that experience seems. You can see this as harrowing and yet the way that you tell the story
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feels like I was game and so I'm just curious what that if if what where that lands for you.

23:50.83
Robert King
Yeah I honestly I mean I I think I was game at that at that time I think I was like I'm just happy to be included in
things. Um you know and and I also I didn't I grew up with 2 white parents which you'll find when you read the
book.

24:07.17
BRIAN
Yeah, ah.

24:08.39
Robert King
Ah, you know and I didn't I didn't really know my black side until um I was in my thirty s I didn't meet them until I
was in my thirty s so you know I didn't really have any that different perspective in the room to be like hey yeah,
this might this might come off weird you know I didn't have that that father to you know nudge me in the side
and be like. Buddy raise your hand and and and point out that you're uncomfortable you know or that you're
this or that. Um so I was just like cool. Let's do it and I'm getting laughs. Also I was like you know, just starting
to develop my comedic boy So I was like this is this is getting Laughs. You know, um, it reminds me of like.

24:31.30
BRIAN
So yeah.

24:47.50
Robert King
Something like Dave Chappelle said and I get to Chappelle controversial sure. Um, for many reasons you
know, but when it came to comedy like he why he left schappelle show and he basically was like yeah I was
getting last people loved it. But what there was 1 moment when he was in a room and he looked around and
was all.

24:51.85
BRIAN
Yes.

25:05.13
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Robert King
You know, white executives and and he was like I'm getting the wrong kind of laughs. They're not laughing with
me at the at the point I'm trying to make they're laughing at me and that's when he was like I don't want to do
that I don't want to make that humor for you know for that purpose or with that outcome and looking back now
I'm able to be like.

25:10.31
BRIAN
Ah.

25:23.66
Robert King
Oh yeah, those were the wrong laughs? Um, but at the time I was just like cool. We're all doing this I'll dye my
hair for you. No problem you know, whatever.

25:24.20
BRIAN
5

25:30.62
BRIAN
Yeah I think that in this chapter you go on to make this really this beautiful point where you say like I'm not
landing the plane here like I am not going to wrap this up in a bow and I definitely. Walked in as a reader like
oh and he's going to tell me the moral of the story here and I should have known from the beginning like that's
not how this is going to wrap up because that's not how these things wrap up but you was so clear that you
were like that's can you can you speak into a little bit like how that choice was made for you as a writer and I
guess as an individual.

25:59.30
Robert King
Yeah I struggled with that I struggled that a lot because you know I I would have loved to been able to um,
been like and here's everything I learned here's the lesson for all you readers and here's how you do it go out
and and you know, live wonderful harmonious lives and you know. Racism is is gone now. Obama couldn't do it
but I took care of it with this ebook. You know, um that that was definitely the goal now I I realized as I was
writing it and I I'm a as a writer I'm a brainstormer first and an outliner first and I was like here's certain feelings.
But. I'm still struggling with them I'm still working through them. Um, and also these are just mine. It would be
crazy for me to be like here's here's how you should feel about these complex issues. That's that's insane I
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don't have that right? So I just wanted to like.

26:44.80
BRIAN
No.

26:51.56
Robert King
Hey, you know what? if this gets anyone thinking about um their own situations and maybe starts up some
feelings for them that they have been hesitating to deal with or not sure how to deal with like that's that's my
goal but I can't tell you the outcome I can't lead you anywhere I can just kind of like shine a light on some
things that I felt. Maybe you can relate to them in certain ways. But that's that's it.

27:10.65
BRIAN
I was very left with I'm still thinking for sure and I would just check check in because you know you said like this
is where some of maybe some of my comedy like I maybe got some of my legs here as a comedian I started to
learn a little bit. What makes people laugh versus. Laughing in the right Way. So I'm curious about how this
comes up even in your work now when you're writing for the chase like do you find yourself like like does this
impact you at all as the writer that you are now in terms of the comedy.

27:38.41
Robert King
Um, yeah I feel um, more of responsibility actually ah is still in many rooms um writing like like staff like staff
writing and and um, you know comedy writing. Ah there, there's still not a.. There's not a lot of quality equality
like there's still a lack of diversity in many writers rooms and so you know I Um I try to go in and and be
conscious of that you know whether it's like the chase I'm writing ah you know trivia questions and there's you
know a comedic element to it. Whatever. Still I still try to work in as many black history ah trivia questions as I
possibly can you know there's there's little things you know, Um, when I'm when I'm pitching jokes or when I'm
ah writing certain characters I do feel a responsibility to you know to lead with with my personal voice. As I
think most writers do but mine is a different voice than you know, unfortunately maybe a majority of ah the
typical writers' rooms you know.

28:40.86
BRIAN
Yeah, and and in the room you're describing specifically of course right? and like a typical end says you know
we hear that again and again here on this podcast even as like the representation isn't there yet. So I'm
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sometimes the sole person carrying this weight or or. Privilege depending on the moment how you see it
Obviously I think is is what I think I've heard both of those both sides of that coin be spoke about and you know
I think about when you're when you're saying this one of the things that really lands with me is at the same time
you're you know in this I'm just focusing on chapter one a that cause it really impacted me I'm gonna we're to
other ones just so you now so don't worry, but. That that the you know the end of this chapter you're thinking
about how do I talk to my son and how do I talk to myself was the other question that I learn like oh I'm still
learning have talked to myself about that does that resonate with kind of how you that landed for you.

29:29.60
Robert King
Yeah, yeah, um, you know I'm I'm very much a work in progress and I think we all are and um, there's certain
time things that I I learn about myself and um and with every new experience and especially I go and but go
back to this. My kids if you could see them I mean besides you know their pigment they are mini me they
looked so much like me and so when I look at them I'm I'm learning so much you know about about myself as I
watch them. You know make these new explorations and you know figure out things for themselves. Um. And it
reminds me of when I was young and I'm like oh okay and that takes me back to just like in chapter one. It
takes me back to what I experience and then I kind of relive that and I'm able to like review it a little bit and like
oh am I am I good. You know is it can I put that to bed or do I still have unresolved feelings about certain things
and most times they're unresolved feelings. So it's you know all right? let's let's ah let's check that and we'll
we'll go back and talk about in Therapy you know.

30:30.28
BRIAN
Yeah, right? And that's a beautiful way for you to even said that because you start this book by with a lot of
praise for a therapist that you first went to as a young person and I think a lot of listeners here can relate to
going to therapy and being like am I bad because I'm going. There's something wrong with me because I'm
going to therapy and like that's a lot of people's first reaction to like. Why do I need to go therapies or
something wrong with me and how you had a beautiful journey through that experience of like learning to talk
to yourself or recognize yourself differently I know you said it's a work in progress but is there anything you
want to share about that before I move on I Don I don't want to write right over that.

30:50.24
Robert King
Yeah.

31:05.20
Robert King
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No I mean ah I'll just you know give a shout out to therapy. Um, you know it's it's it's great. It's you know and
there are many forms of therapy. There's like you know a formal one with a therapist. But also when you're
talking to your friends and you're just venting. that's that's therapy you know it's therapeutic um it's good and
I'm so I'm saying this basically to myself I'm looking um I'm only looking at myself in the video I can see myself
here and like Rob go to therapy more be. You know, take care of yourself more um, don't hold things in it's it's
not healthy you you always feel better like even if like you go in and I've um, I've heard friends who just
recently. Ah, started going to therapy you know and they go and there's like I don't know I want to talk about
and you sit down and then you're just like so this happened and this and you and you know and you're like
okay so maybe I had some unresolved you know issues or things that I need I needed to talk about and you
don't know until you you start? so.

31:47.29
BRIAN
But.

32:01.24
BRIAN
Yeah I was ah I had therapy last week and I remember therapist saying do you just want tell me, do you want
to just give me a download real quick or don't me to stop you because I was like this happened and this
happened and this she goes I go just let me download first and then we'll check. We'll figure out which ones
you want to look at she goes. Okay, great. Um I'll help you figure it out so it was great. Um, so.

32:01.52
Robert King
Start.

32:13.78
Robert King
Yeah.

32:17.17
BRIAN
You know you had the show I guess quite a few years ago called half-american which seems like maybe when
this kind of conversation with yourself started is that sound that kind of right when this like I would say not the
conversation started much younger, but the public conversation started with you sharing this journey and then
now we have this book.
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32:31.34
Robert King
Yes.

32:36.26
BRIAN
Ah, no one here is like me How do you like? How do you connect the dots here and um and and and where do
you see this I don't want to say see you where it's going, but where is this coming from other than. Because
you're you're you're getting talent your your work as a writer like you have this is like something else that's
driving you. What's that drive about for you.

32:57.15
Robert King
Ah, it's It's really all about fame and money you know that's it. That's it nothing else matters. Yep all right? Bye
Um, ah, um, you know, ah you know I I.

33:00.18
BRIAN
Ah, great. You're in the right place you're in the right place. That's what we want here right? guys? Yeah yeah,
by good podcast episode.

33:13.45
Robert King
I don't know where it's going which is is exciting and terrifying um but you know I I did that solo show in 2010
and I started that that was like really around the first time I started writing things down and um, you know like I
started as an actor and I had a um.

33:14.12
BRIAN
Um, right.

33:31.22
Robert King
Ah, buddy were bartening together and we were talking and it was like a really cool thing and I've got back like
maybe two years ago when I thanked him for this I didn't really talk to him for like 20 years but I went back and
thanked him because I was like he gave me this advice. He was like hey have you thought about writing
because the way you talk you tell stories? um and he's probably.
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33:47.39
BRIAN
Have.

33:50.65
Robert King
Telling me like shut up, you talk too much whatever but it was you know like I Never yeah yeah, you know
exactly? um, the nugget that I pulled out was like you should write. Um and I I never thought about it until that
point and and that that led me into like okay I started like studying writing and went to some schools and and
and then just like.

33:52.99
BRIAN
Ah, thanks for that advice. Got it? yeah.

34:09.25
Robert King
Started tinkering with it and seeing what my voice would take me and the first thing I started was like oh I have
a lot of stories from growing up that I might want to explore so I started just putting a journal together and that
that led to um, the the solo show that I did in like 2010 for about a year and a half and ah you know that
connects to the book. Because yes, it was like ah very similar themes about racism and growing up being
biracial and and figure out your identity and all that stuff but I was still so young as a writer that a lot of it is very
surface level. You know I go back and read it and like you know, like what I try to do with.

34:39.90
BRIAN
2

34:46.40
Robert King
A lot of the stories in this book and and even back then it's like you try to like a rollercoaster you know
you're're, you're going up. You're setting setting things up and then you go down a little bit you know beneath
the surface. You know a little bit to let people feel some things and and then you go back up with it with a joke
and and and relieve the tension a little bit. Um, but with. That roller coaster it. It was kind of shallow I didn't go
that far beneath the surface probably because I was I didn't know how I was scared I was still you know I was
still figuring stuff out for myself. Um, but then when the opportunity to write this book came along I was able to
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look at those stories and you know with a little bit ah more time.

35:05.32
BRIAN
And.

35:24.10
Robert King
And be like oh there were some deeper feelings and deeper themes that I really didn't explore so I was really
able to go go deeper I think and get more personal and and more real and raw. Um I'll just keep the right
adjectives. Ah you know and so and and so I hope that this book ah was. The the proper progression I guess
of of those stories and and my my writing hopefully.

35:44.83
BRIAN
Yeah, yeah, so it goes a so what? I'm hearing you say is it goes a little bit further even 1 of the questions I was
going to ask you today is like if you were to remount african american would you make some revisions or edits
to it I'm hearing you say yeah because I'm a different writer person these days or something is that. Right.

36:04.53
Robert King
Yeah, actually I've been I've been I was thinking about a solo show for recently? Um, and you know there's still
a lot that I haven't mind I think in in my personal story. So like ah I met my biological father when I was 30 And
it it came ah about because of doing African-american like I I talked about not knowing my my black father in
the show and you know I kind of just like it was like thrown out there. You know like so whatever blah blah blah
and then after doing the show for about a year I was like you know I I think there's something missing here like
I think I should meet him.

36:38.92
BRIAN
Has.

36:40.60
Robert King
You know, got me thinking about it for you know, performing it for so long and so that led to me getting in touch
with him and meeting him and after meeting him and beginning to know my my grand my biologicalable
grandfather and a few years later then I found out that I had 2 sisters as well to others 2 to other sisters.
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36:46.49
BRIAN
Wow.

36:56.61
BRIAN
How.

36:59.91
Robert King
Um, and I've developed a relationship with them and they're fantastic and we're we're close and we're we're
growing this awesome relationship which is really really cool, but um, that's something that's still growing and
so you know I might want to talk about that like what family means and um, you know and that journey.

37:14.94
BRIAN
Yeah, but right? But what I 2 things I want to point out Robert and for for our audience especially is how the
artistic journey brought you to that almost decision or decision to reach out or getting this public with it and I
think a lot of times the conversations we have here on this podcast are around how much impact you have by.

37:16.61
Robert King
Who knows or I might never talk about it. Whatever.

37:34.52
BRIAN
Putting yourself out there and that's just like to to gratuitously put yourself out there but like putting your artwork
out there and being creatively out there how it impacts the people around you and the people beyond that
circle and then how it just reflexively comes back and it motivated you say I think maybe it's time for me to
reach out to my dad and then you said this family that's forming that you didn't know you had and. Connection
that is coming from that and how so um, we I think that it's easy for an artist to discredit what they put into
motion when they create something unless it makes a lot of money or wins an award and so I just want to
advocate for how cool that is that look at the the abundance.

38:02.97
Robert King
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Um, yeah.

38:11.19
BRIAN
That has come from this that might not be the abundance that we're always running towards um.

38:15.12
Robert King
Wow I Really appreciate you pointing that out I mean I know I I know I made the connection up here to
listeners I'm like above my head like I made I I can mentally make the connection. Um from writing those
stories down doing the show and meeting my biological father but like emotionally. And you know I Really
never pieced it all together like that was a thread that led to getting to know my sisters and and my nieces um
you know because I decided to like write some stories down and and and be vulnerable. So Ah yeah I I Never
really emotionally made that Connection. So I I Appreciate you.

38:51.92
BRIAN
Ah I'm so glad this So some good came on the day when you're not feeling Well I'm so glad to hear you say
that and that's a fervent belief that we talk about a lot here on this podcast. So I appreciate you saying that So I
want to go there there So I want to talk about this ah chapter too. I'm not going through all the chapters y'all I
promise you I just picked out ones that I'm like really that like really resonated with me. So.

38:52.14
Robert King
Doing it for me. Yeah.

39:08.94
BRIAN
But in chapter 2 it's not me. It's you you talk about false questions and you and I want you can you define that
for the audience because I think this is a trap that a lot of people find themselves in but you articulated so
beautifully from your perspective and and and the systems around us.

39:12.81
Robert King
Bishop.

39:28.00
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BRIAN
So I would love for you to just kind of explain to our audience. You know, First of all how you learned about
these and that kind of think that's an adorable story about your wife and then I also like where you see it and
what the impact is of those.

40:43.41
Robert King
Chapter is really about um, false premises right? Not accepting false premises rejecting false premises and it
came the idea came about I learned it I guess from my wife who is a lawyer and um, you know she is a
professional arguer and it's you know it's oh.

40:59.20
BRIAN
Fun at home fun at home. How to have fun at home. Ah.

41:02.28
Robert King
Yeah, yeah, um, you know it's like I I know I never win an argument. Um, for many reasons one one of them
being that she's she's a professional. She knows what she's doing. She knows how to win but like but what I've
come to like understand just brook like side note about our relationship is like I know when I.

41:22.00
Robert King
Should have won you know and she knows when I should have one So that's my that's my victory when like I
can look in her eyes and and she sees that I know like I should have won that argument I I didn't because I'm
not as good as you but like I'm right here. So I'm going to bed. Um, ah but.

41:36.44
BRIAN
I was right? ah.

41:39.61
Robert King
You know it's It's this idea? Um I assume it it comes from you know, ah you know arguing in court or law or
whatever but it's you know, rejecting false premises right? So um, it's like. If someone asked you a question it
could be ah ah a loaded question. Um, you know, ah a blanking now because my brain is a fog of.
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42:02.80
BRIAN
Well, you could I mean you tell a beautiful story about you at your your friend Tom at the lunch table when
you're at the lunch table when you're very young I mean you could use that story if you wanted to I love that
story in the book.

42:15.13
Robert King
Sure, um, yeah, sure you are sure. Um, so I mean the the idea is basically like about false premises like you
know if if someone gives you a leading question. They give you you know they ask you a question that it it may
not if you just if you just accept. The premise that they've laid out for you. You might be um, arguing or
answering the question from a disadvantage right? or from ah you know a place of of um, you know, ah like my
brain is just such a fog right now. Ah god this is why. I wrote it down and didn't want to answer is it I'm going to
I'm goingnna read from though I'm Goingnna let to look up read from the book because I I think because I had
an editor and they were like hey here's the best way to layout. Um, okay.

42:54.43
BRIAN
Ah, do you want to read from the book right here I Love it I Love when you read from the book.

43:11.49
Robert King
Um, okay so I'm just jumping around so among the many things my my wife has taught me. Yeah, so among
the many things my wife has taught me over the years one is always at the front of my mind not accepting the
premise of a question.

43:15.59
BRIAN
You found? Okay, okay.

43:26.76
Robert King
Um, some people ask questions to learn more and they're truly seeking answers certain questions though are
filled with opinions or assumptions or inaccurate narratives by responding directly to a question with a false
premise you're automatically arguing from an unwinnable position which is what I do all the time with my wife.
Um and you know. The point you brought up about the story you brought up about um my friend Tom when we
were in like first grade in this lunchroom and he was like my my best friend you know we were I don't know 7 or
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whatever. Ah, but you know at that time like he's my best friend. No one else matters. It's just me and Tom.

44:03.98
BRIAN
Right.

44:06.19
Robert King
And you know he he told me one day and this story's in the book. So I'll kind of just paraphrase a little bit but
he was like hey my mom doesn't want me to hang out with you anymore because you're black, um, or no he
said because you're she thinks she says you're bad and I was like. Well what? what did I do you know like
yeah that that could be right like I I'm I'm seven year old like get into trouble. You know like I like to like to break
the rules a little bit. Um, but then he was like I think she thinks you're bad because you're black and that like if it
was just bad I think.

44:33.20
BRIAN
Ah.

44:44.22
Robert King
Even then I understood I was like yeah okay I could see that like I get in trouble a lot you know, whatever with
my mom you know in trouble like a 7 year old gets in trouble like don't do that. Don't spill that don't whatever
but when he was like your she thinks you're bad because you're black I was like I don't I've never seen that
connection made I don't understand that.

44:50.33
BRIAN
Right.

45:03.32
Robert King
Um, and you know because it was coming from an an adult I was like there must be some credibility to it. You
know and that that is kind of the idea of like the false premise like she I have trouble calling people racist racist
but that was that's racism. You know she she was racist in that moment. Um, you know, making laying out that
premise that like that because I'm black I'm bad and ah and for me at 7 to accept that like that it took a long
time for me to reel many many years for me to realize like that wasn't my issue that was on her.
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45:37.41
BRIAN
Times.

45:39.35
Robert King
I don't need to accept that like I and I spent a lot of years like trying to trying to argue that and and make a case
for myself like that I'm not bad just because I look like this or whatever but it's like that was that was a false
Premise I should have just been like well that's that's dumb your mom's your mom's wrong, screw her. You
know.

45:51.17
BRIAN
Yeah. Yeah,, there's no argument here's what I'm hearing you say like this question isn't real this question if I
by engaging in this question I am saying yet I'm saying yes to something that's some belief here and I Just
yeah and I can see Yeah how that would you know like you say in the Book. You know it drove me to be like
proved that I'm like the best kid.

45:58.32
Robert King
But I was 7 so I don't accept. Yes, yes.

46:14.33
BRIAN
I'm like always good I'm never bad and it's like the the premise is a setup. Um right.

46:19.43
Robert King
Yeah, exactly and I just realized um it also comes up a lot in politics and you'll see that a lot in debates. Um,
where politicians you know and and I think it's actually like an an episode of the west wing when they're doing
like a debate prep or something like that and someone probably. Ah, Allison Jany's character. Whatever is just
like no stop. Don't answer that question answer a different question that you want to answer because that
question is a trap they're setting you up to answer something that from setting you up to talk from an
unwinnable unwinnable position basically don't accept that premise that they're providing.

46:44.90
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BRIAN
And.

46:51.63
BRIAN
Wow.

46:56.20
Robert King
Provide your own premise that from something that you believe in now you know I don't want to tie myself in
with politics because there's a lot a lot of other ah bad actors there. But you know that's that's ah something
that I think people need to realize when they're dealing with like other people like it's not everyone has they're
not always coming to you with ah. A legit premise in their question or their their argument like you know.

47:17.66
BRIAN
Yeah I mean and now I think I'm gonna I'll win any arguments in my household tonight. So I just want to thank
you for that as well. Robert in case, my fiance and I get an arguments out. Thank you. That's all I wanted to.
Ah.

47:21.84
Robert King
You know what? that's that's all I need that's all I wanted. You're what just you're so welcome at least at least 1
of us should win an argument. You know it's not gonna be me.

51:02.75
BRIAN
You know you have this beautiful moment in chapter 4 where you basically make amends and forgive your
grandmother and wrote and you wrote it very much like ah like a Tv script. What.

51:12.53
Robert King
E.

51:20.29
BRIAN
You know the rest of the book is very much essay memoir. What made you move into this different use of
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genre inside of your book. Why did you decide to change the storytelling in that moment.

51:30.98
Robert King
Um, you know it's such a weird thing I I've been struggling with how to get some kind of closure with this
moment. Um with my grandmother and yeah, yeah.

51:39.30
BRIAN
And you and please if I think it's helpful if you give a little backstory even to to our listeners here. Yeah.

51:47.14
Robert King
So I mentioned that ah I didn't meet my biological father until I was 30 Um, you know my and I found out later
on that my grandmother was very much against my biological parrots my mom and my dad being together. You
know it was the the early eighty s.

52:01.91
BRIAN
Nice.

52:05.92
Robert King
Um, and you know they she just didn't she was like we we don't do that. You know you're not I don't want you
dating a black guy and um and ah so when my mom got pregnant for a number of reasons like racism being
one of them and the pressure from family. They did not stay together and he was out of the picture and you
know I and I say in the book like my grandmother once I was born. She was nothing but love towards me she
you know she raised me quite a bit I was with her a lot and I never would have never known any of those
stories unless my mother had finally told me. Um, many years later when I was a grown-up and so towards the
end of my my grandmother's life I Never really talked to her about that and never had closure with her and I
started to build resentment because I was like Wow I I didn't know one side of myself for for all my life. Ah,
because.

53:02.70
BRIAN
I.
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53:02.27
Robert King
Because of you a little bit. You know, not maybe not all of you but a lot lot of you and so I had a lot of
resentment for my grandmother and she was older so I wasn't able to talk to her about it and I never had
closure and then finally at her funeral I really I I didn't know what to do and I still wasn't able to like really say
goodbye to her and so. Um I struggled with how to do that for a long time and finally I was like well write it write
something write it down like what would you have done. What would you want to say and it was really It's kind
of funny again. 1 of those moments where I'm like I'm in it as a person but I'm also like popped out bird's eye
view looking at myself as this happening.

53:26.45
BRIAN
Ah.

53:38.60
Robert King
And my wife and I before our second child was born last year we went on a little like baby moon. We went to
Paris it was really nice and I wrote this short film about like how I would how I would have liked to address this
closure with my grandmother and I wrote all of it except for.

53:52.70
BRIAN
While you were in Paris you wrote this movie. Okay got got it.

53:56.58
Robert King
And I wrote it before we before we got before we went on the trip but I stopped at the at the the monologue.
Um, that's in the book. The the monologue that's in the book I stopped before I wrote that and I was like all
right I have a whatever 8 hour flight like I'll write it on the plane.

54:04.63
BRIAN
No death.

54:14.61
Robert King
And it's nighttime. Everyone's asleep I have my one little light on and I'm like I'm going to do it like I'm isolated.
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This is my time to write it and tears are just streaming down my face on this plane in the middle of the night as
I'm like writing this monologue to my grandmother The words that I would have said to her if we had ever
gotten the chance to talk while she was alive. And you know and like it's very real and I'm very cathartic and
I'm feeling all these emotions as I'm writing it but I'm also like taking a moment to pop out and like see myself
on this plane while all these people are snoring and sleeping and my wife's next to me just laid out drooling.
And I'm just like you. This is what a ridiculous Moment. You know like it was very funny to me, you know as ah
as a bystander. But while I was in it. It was very emotional. So Yeah I wrote I I Just it fit with the story I was
telling about the backstory of my my family and so I figured the best way to do. It was just put. The exact words
I wanted to say into the book. Um that that was kind of my closure and I feel really good about it.

55:30.79
BRIAN
I will just say that is a really beautifully. Precious part of the book where I think we see another side of you in a
different way because the the book is told in the first person and so we suddenly see you truly communicating
with someone else and I think there's a different angle we get when we get to see you talking to someone
besides us, right? Besides those the reader there in it in it. It just hits different and it really hits different. It's it's
kind of it's's pretty amazing so to talk a little bit more because you got into it a little bit just now and you you
gave us a little bit of a writing lesson in the middle of this episode today. But I want to check in what is the
writing process like for you for something like this. You said you know brainstorm some ideas and what was
that like for you was it like I know what. Was it. You said you had an editor. Can you just really break down
what it was like to put this this beautiful book together.

56:29.14
Robert King
Sure, yeah, um, you know Editor my editor joined Varacos at Scribb was so I mean so invaluable. Ah I had
never written a book before um and you know while I had written a number of things different shows and and.
And scripts this was something totally different and so I you know I had written some stories. It's actually the
first chapter was something a sample that I had shared with with them at Scrib and was like hey what do you
think about this because we had talked about maybe maybe doing something and. Ah, they liked the theme
and they were like all right? Let's let's let's pull out some more like what do you want to say and so I kind of
wrote down some themes. You know it was not a typical book proposal but it was kind of like a treatment you
know for other writers out there like maybe a treatment for a series or whatever and it was like here's the
theme that I want to talk about. Um. And here's how I might approach them and and she helped me kind of
form that like okay, you have these stories that deal with you know, race and family and fatherhood. Um, and
then it was like you know? Ah, maybe it's the the parallels that you've experienced from yourself growing up
your stories and. What your sons are experiencing and then like what you what you learn from your own
experience and how you help guide your your sons you know on their journey so she really helped me figure
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out. Um the the approach to in mold. How I was going to tell those stories and put them together.

58:03.41
Robert King
And then it was basically once I knew the overall like okay this this is the overall theme. Um, you know the
overarching theme then it was what are the stories like what are the some stories that I might want to tell let's
get some. You know, get some ah some some of those experiences out there and dig into them a little bit. And
and then and then like put them aside and then like where where are my kids at right Now. What are they going
through and just kind of trying to pair together experiences that I that I've gone through and what I'm learning
while watching my kids you know and and seeing how they they match up a little bit and then really like just
putting them down on paper.

58:35.22
BRIAN
To know.

58:41.87
Robert King
Um, just trying to like have ah a top line idea and then sit down in a free space whether be on a plane you
know in the middle of the night or ah after my kids go to bed and just sitting sitting outside and thinking about it
and then just kind of freeforming my thoughts and then um, like. You know, using really helping letting my
editor help me, um, you know, whittle them down to something worth reading.

59:06.60
BRIAN
Got it. So when you talk about this so I wanted to really get into the process even just a little bit more if we can
which is are you someone who's are you staring at the screen you're like are you in flow are you cobbling
together different paragraphs from different places. What is that actual experience that moment like for you.

59:11.83
Robert King
Sure.

59:24.55
Robert King
Um, I'm mostly just flow with it. Um I I know that I kind of know where I want to start and where I want to go and
where I want to end. Basically um I'm not the type of you usually I'm not the type of writer that um.
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59:32.20
BRIAN
Got it.

59:41.41
Robert King
Have an idea and I'll just like just just go and just like put words onto paper a little bit I kind of I need to know
where it's headed. Um and that doesn't always get there. You know like I once I know like my where I'm
starting from and where I'm trying to go to ah then ah then I feel safe enough to like just.

59:51.81
BRIAN
Last.

01:00:01.35
Robert King
Just go put some things together and sometimes I'll realize halfway through like oh we're going somewhere
else and that's fine then I'll then I'll just like pop out again look at it think about that and then like readjust where
my endpoint is um and and then keep going but I just like I like to Know. Ah. It's like when I write like or I'm like
teaching like sketch writing or something like that like know what your premise is again premises like know
what your premise for the piece is so that you have you know something to to guide you otherwise like it can
just be wishywashy and and it comes in and out and it's not as focused but like when you know where you're
trying to get to.

01:00:24.49
BRIAN
The.

01:00:39.61
Robert King
Think it's a little bit more focused and and you can tell at least I can when like the writer knew where they were
going. Um, you know and when they when they don't it just you? Yeah, so.

01:00:44.46
BRIAN
Yeah, better to read I mean yeah, hard to follow. Yeah Robert I'll just say I'm really drilling down on this
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because I'm in the middle of writing a book myself and so like it has taken you know three months to write the
annotated.

01:00:53.90
Robert King
Um, yeah.

01:00:58.94
BRIAN
Table of content so that I can say where am I going in this book so that I can make the points I wanna make so
I Just appreciate you really sharing that with me because it's It's a vulnerable and like there's ah, there's a point
that I want to make and I also want to share the story. So I just appreciate you kind of letting me in on your
process a little because it it kind of reaffirms like I am not the person who is tending to think about let me make
my point. My.

01:01:00.59
Robert King
You see.

01:01:18.77
BRIAN
I tend to like let me just start writing and that's not actually super helpful to me and the person I'm working with
has really helped me realize oh no, Actually it's much better when you have a little plan in front of you and so
I'm even curious in working with an editor. You know you're and a writer who's accomplished writer was there
anything that she really taught you that you're like oh. She was always like you're doing it again like did you
ever have anything that came out of that that you noticed.

01:01:41.54
Robert King
Yeah, just um, she was so sweet and so Supportive. There's definitely., There's certain crutches. Um, and this
just certain crutches that ah that I use and I think a lot of writers do and not people do when they're talking I
Use Butt a lot. Use just the word just a lot and um, instead of just being clear with a thought sometimes I'll just
let it run on a little bit or overex explain it and there there were certain things that um, that I think you know I'm
40 I've I've been writing for a while.

01:02:17.93
Robert King
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I'm so I'm I'm in a different confidence level than I was you know if if I had been writing this with an editor at at
25 I maybe wouldn't have pushed back andt maybe didn't wouldn't have known my voice as much but like
there' are certain things choices that I made where she's like I don't know about this and I'm like no no um I feel
good about that like that's that that.

01:02:34.98
BRIAN
That's it. Yeah.

01:02:37.50
Robert King
That was a choice. Um, you know, communicically or whatever but it's that conversation and and we had ah a
great trust together. So I'm glad you're working with someone. It's like as ah, an an actor having a good director
that you trust um that can keep that bird's eye view and keep. You know, ah, while when you are digging down
deep into drilling down to 1 certain thing. They can also keep an ah an eye on the the full project. Um and the
full story that's being told but I just want to say this if you if you are um, someone that just like you need to sit
down at a blank page and just like. Just vomit words onto a page that's okay, um, that's so do that you know it's
better to better to get something out than nothing but definitely then you want to make sure you have ah a
process in place to go back and get it focused. You know.

01:03:14.68
BRIAN
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.

01:03:25.92
BRIAN
Right? And I'll say you know it's kind of like I've been dancing back and forth of those now I'm a little bit now I
get to be a little more freeze on. So I appreciate you reaffirming the the people that can help with a lot more so
I don't want to keep you too much longer, especially because you've been such a trooper here while you're not
feeling well but I got a couple more questions real quick 1 is what has writing this book taught you.

01:03:33.94
Robert King
Um, yeah.

01:03:44.86
BRIAN
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But your big takeaway here.

01:03:48.80
Robert King
Um I I'm still figuring that out. It's still brand new to the world. But you know my wife kept checking in with me.
Um, once it went live or starting with like the night before I guess it went live and she was just like.

01:03:59.79
BRIAN
Yeah.

01:04:04.57
Robert King
Because there are some very personal stories and um I think my family you know things that they didn't know
about me my extended family and how I how I viewed things and how I felt about things and I think they're still
processing it a lot and she was just like are you okay with people you know. Hearing these and reading these
stories and ah you know I had such clarity I was like yeah I'm I'm good like it. It felt so freeing and so good to
just tell my story my truth and like put it out there and not worry like.

01:04:28.38
BRIAN
Wow.

01:04:40.74
Robert King
Look if someone's um, upset by something I said or offended like that's never what I want but it's probably
that's you that that you know like this is a little. It's a little harsh but like that's a you problem you know it's it's
It's not a me problem. Um, if you're.

01:04:55.88
BRIAN
Ah, well. Also Robert I also say like your book is not. It's I wouldn't make everyone here like this your book is
not an unkind or does it feel salacious or like I'm reading a tabloid about your family either. So I think you it
clearly comes from your perspective here I don't want to I don't want to write over what you're you're saying but
I also want to make sure that like this whenever this isn't like a roberts tell-all book about his fan. That's not
also they right? That's not the that's not the tone I think the the gift of your tone lets us I mean I'm not one of
the people mentioned in the book. Obviously with my response would be different but I just want to want to just
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reflect back to you that the tone with which you tell this book is so kind.

01:05:15.11
Robert King
Right? yeah.

01:05:30.46
BRIAN
And caretaking and like I am 1 person in the world perspective that I think that ah you'll be hard pressed to be
like he's a jerk for saying that like you'd be, you'd be hard pressed to say he's putting people down I just
wanted to just share that with you as a as a as a unattached reader at least? Yeah yeah.

01:05:47.47
Robert King
I appreciate I appreciate that? Yeah I I tried to be um, as fair and unbiased as you can be when you're telling
you know your own perspective. Um, but yeah I appreciate that. Thank you.

01:06:01.65
BRIAN
Ah, if you haven't already I just want to just offer to you if you've read and if you've heard of the book here for it
or how to save your soul in America by R Eric Thomas he it's like a it's a it's a mere times bestseller and and
he's a playwright and I feel like your your tone and his tone I just start his book like this morning literally this
morning I started reading his book and and I and I was just so struck with how the honesty you both bring into
your memoirs is super.

01:06:20.10
Robert King
Okay.

01:06:29.30
BRIAN
Interesting and ah I feel like there was a friend who is sitting next to me telling a story. So if that's not enough of
a of a commercial to go download and start reading this book right now for anybody or listening to this book
right now I don't know what else could be but I felt very um I felt lucky to be able to read this book. Because I
felt very with you I felt very I was getting an inside glimpse as to 1 person's perspective and experience and I
thought that was you don't always have that experience with a memoir and I just wanted to compliment you on
that great gift of the the way that you you brought this story to life or brought in that story I mean it's a story
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that's your true story. But. Brought the story to the page I might be a better way to say that. So. Thank you.

01:07:08.68
Robert King
Wow, That's really I Really appreciate that Hopefully we can get that that clip of you saying that and I'll put that
on my website or or unscribbed. Ah, that's really that's very sweet. Thank you? Yeah please.

01:07:15.90
BRIAN
But okay one I've asked you a wild question for it's I mean and it's my honesty one wild question tell everybody
just a little bit about your interviewing of Obama because I think people are just going to be so excited to hear
that little bit of story will you share that with everybody.

01:07:28.66
Robert King
Yeah, yeah, yeah, um, and 2020 ah it is very cool I mean um so I I used to write for a few companies um
owned by the same company. The dad.

01:07:30.40
BRIAN
Like how it came to be and like what he taught you? yeah.

01:07:45.78
Robert King
Excuse me and fatherly father fatherly dot com and ah Barack Obama had his book coming out promised land
and so he was on you know press press tour and um, you know a lot of it has to do with his own his
background his father and being a father to to two girls and all this stuff. And so ah, we had this awesome um
interview panel set up with ah a few fathers and and Barack Obama and so we got to ask him a few questions
and it was really great. It was it was over zoome which like stinks because you're not in the room like I wanted
to. I wanted to get in I want to smell Obama like I want to what does he smell like so is it is it cocoa butter like
what is it? You know I want to know that's that's an experience. Um, so I didn't get to smell him I imagine it's
coca butter like he looks shiny in a good way. Um, he does. Yeah.

01:08:37.57
BRIAN
I Love it.
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01:08:41.26
Robert King
Um, but ah so we you know we talked with him for I don't know half hour 4 to 5 minutes and he was. He's a
professional like so he let his guard down a little bit but he still had he was still buttoned up you know and ah
like the producers I was working with.

01:08:55.81
BRIAN
So can has.

01:09:01.25
Robert King
You know they know that I've done a lot of interviews and I also I like to um I like to I I like to test people see
what you know see what we can get you know like let's let's ah, let's push the limits a little bit you know in a
respectful way like I never want to put anyone outside of their comfort zone too far. But if if I can. Take him out
of the side of their comfort zone in a safe way like I want to do it So I really wanted to like mess with him a little
bit and and and see some personality come out but they they were like no, it's the President. You're not just
we've we have approved questions you hit these questions and I was like fine. Ah, but I was definitely looking
for a window to you know to slide in some unapproved questions. Um, but we we had a special moment
because ah, our stories are kind of similar. Um, you know he grew up was raised by his single white mother I
was raised by my single white Mother. We didn't meet our biological. Black biological fathers until we were
adults and then they weren't in our lives. Um, really and then we both became president so like obviously the
parallels are um, you know they're very obvious um but we talked about that a little bit and the question that I
really had for him and I wanted to dig down was like.. How do you? Um, How do you just set an example of
what a good father is when you didn't have that in your own Life. You know how you thought about that
because it's a question that I deal with every single day and um, you know and he talked a lot and is.

01:10:32.78
Robert King
Overall advice was like you you show up and you do your best. That's that's really it whether you had a good
father or no father or whatever like you show up every day and you give it your all and and he followed that up
with like no matter who you are. You're going to screw up your kids. A little bit. You know, um, what you try to
do is is is really nail the big moments you know keep the sc screwups to a minimum. You know the big
moments are like don't leave their life stay around. That's a big moment. The little moments are like. You know
when you're going to have to have the race talk with them which I'm going to have to have you know with my
kid I'll figure that out. He's probably going to be in therapy in 20 years and be like I don't know what my dad
was talking about like he was he just he mumbled through it. He started crying at some point it was weird. Um,
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you know and oh well sorry kid I do my best but like. Um, yeah, Obama's was like hey just accept that you're
going to you know, screw him up a little bit. It's okay, stay around do your best and simple stuff. So.

01:11:52.21
BRIAN
I am not a father and I can certainly give no fatherly advice but I can say I bet that your sons would learn a lot
from this this beautiful book that you've written. So I hope that you'll head it to a Monday or tell them download
the app guys.

01:12:09.10
Robert King
Oh yeah, when when soon as my son can read I'm going to be like read the book have you my book yet like
read it and then comment and leave a review. Yeah, come on. Yeah.

01:12:10.26
BRIAN
Yeah, listen.

01:12:18.41
BRIAN
And write a review. Yes, exactly and that being said, everyone you can find the you can find no one here is like
me on script. We're also going to link to this in the show notes so you can get that very ah Roberts got this very
generous sixty day free trial for you so you can read this. And it is an easy read and a very touching read. So I
I want to and welcome and invite everyone here too and encourage you to give it a read and I want to thank
you Robert for being with me today and sharing not only your personal story but also your process which is
maybe a little bit different conversation and and the gift of. Being able to get a little bit more of a backstage
pass into how it all came to be I really appreciate that.

01:12:57.28
Robert King
Oh my gosh. This has absolutely been a joy really, you have such an an awesome energy like I know we're
we're talking over. You know the internet but I I feel your energy and and it's it's been really? um, really
blessing today I really appreciate that and I'm excited for your book.

01:13:12.30
BRIAN
Hey don't talk about it too much. Don't talk about it too much. We can't talk about it too much I Appreciate
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there's I get I get I get weird I get weird I get weird about but I I I brought it up. Thank you for saying that
actually I appreciated what you said and you given me some information about your process because it makes
me feel.

01:13:14.39
Robert King
Do it. It's gonna be great.

01:13:28.47
BRIAN
Just reaffirms me that like oh this is a way to write a book the the way you're supposed to write a book kind of
gets disintegrated inside of my head the more I hear writers talk about it like you did like I don't have to have
there's no right way to write a book. So I appreciate that? Yeah, thank you, thank you so much today Robert all
right? and y'all.

01:13:41.71
Robert King
It's gonna be great.

01:13:45.81
BRIAN
Head on down to the show notes so that you can grab you can start to read this beautiful book and Robert I
hope we could see you back in the podcast again. Thank you so much for being here today for sure and now.

01:13:52.32
Robert King
Thanks for having me yeah take care.
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